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The recent low interest rate environment 
has resulted in lower income from short-
term fixed income investments. Relying on 
yields alone may not generate the cash 
flow needed to meet your income require-
ments in retirement. If you are looking to 
generate more income, consider adding 
dividend paying stocks to your retirement 
portfolio.  
 
Dividend stocks may provide income 
through dividend payments as well as the 
potential to benefit from stock price appre-
ciation. Further, these dividend payments 
may soften losses during turbulent mar-
kets, particularly when investors incur neg-
ative returns. This means that when divi-
dends are paid out, they act as a cushion 
and are positive whether stock returns are 
positive or negative. 
 
The image compares the annual income 
return for the S&P 500, Dividend Com-
posite and Dividend Leaders index over 
the past 10 years. As seen in the image, 
dividend-paying stocks produced higher 
income returns relative to the S&P 500 

over this time period. The 10-year average 
income return for the S&P 500 was 1.9%, 
compared with the Dividend Composite 
and Dividend Leaders indexes, which re-
turned 3.1% and 4.5%, respectively. 
 
Stocks that pay dividends may serve as an 
income source while also providing inves-
tors with exposure to the growth potential 
of the stock market. Consult your finan-
cial advisor to learn more about adding 
dividend paying investments to your port-
folio. 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of fu-
ture results. Dividends are not guaran-
teed. Diversification does not eliminate 
the risk of experiencing investment losses. 
This is for illustrative purposes 
only and not indicative of any 
investment. An investment can-
not be made directly in an in-
dex. Government bonds are 
guaranteed by the full faith and 
credit of the United States gov-
ernment as to the timely pay-
ment of principal and interest, 
while stocks are not guaranteed 
and have been more volatile 
than the other asset classes. In-
come return and total return are 
represented by the compound 
annual return over the time peri-
od analyzed. 
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A bear market might be good news for young investors 
looking to buy stocks on the cheap, but budget-priced 
stocks are thin gruel for retirees and pre-retirees who are 
relying on their portfolios to fund living expenses. A 
deep and protracted down market, such as the one we 
encountered in 2008 through early 2009, carries some 
takeaways for retired investors or those looking to retire 
within the next few years. 

Get Used to Low Yields (as if you weren't already): True, 
some market watchers had been warning about the po-
tential for higher interest rates at some point in the not-
too-distant future. But that eventuality became even more 
distant when the Federal Reserve announced that it will 
hold interest rates near zero through the middle of 2013. 
That's good news for borrowers and owners of riskier 
assets, such as stocks, but it's bad news for yield-starved 
savers. 

As a retiree, you probably don’t want to hold more cash 
than you need to fund one to two years' worth of living 
expenses, as the opportunity cost of holding too much 
cash is extreme. Also, don't put up with nonexistent 
yields from your local bank; shop around and be willing 
to be flexible. For example, you can create a two-part 
short-term fund consisting of true cash combined with a 
high-quality short-term bond fund. 

Don't Be Too Quick to Cast Out Treasuries: In recent 
months there's been a lot of trash talking going on in the 
Treasury market. Some investors have been avoiding the 
bonds or even shorting them, saying the bonds' yields are 
too low and the U.S. deficit is too high. There is also fear 
that Treasuries will get creamed in a rising-rate environ-
ment. And, in the latest bit of ignominy for Treasuries, 
Standard & Poor's said they can no longer be considered 
a "risk free asset." 

But the market's recent swoon telegraphed something 
loud and clear: In a true flight to safety, very few assets 
will hold up better than U.S. Treasury debt, downgrade 

or not. That's not to say Treasuries are a screaming buy 
at this point, and yields are more anemic than ever. But 
it does argue for not getting too heroic about purging 
them from your portfolio altogether. If your goal is to 
find an investment that will zig when your stocks are 
zagging, it's hard to argue that Treasuries don't deliver. 

A Well-Thought-Out Asset Allocation Is Your Best 
Friend: If you're retired or getting close, by far the best 
way to ride out periods of market weakness is to pay due 
attention to your asset allocation and cash reserves. The 
bucket approach to staging retirement portfolios, where-
by you stash enough to cover your near-term expenses in 
ultra safe securities and hold the rest in long-term securi-
ties like bonds and stocks, is an intuitive way to back 
into the right appropriate asset allocation. 

Dollar-Cost-Average Into Inflation Protection: If gloom 
over the strength of the global economy continues to 
worsen, inflation-conscious investors might be able to 
add inflation protection to their portfolios at more ad-
vantageous prices than when inflation was grabbing all 
the headlines. Dollar-cost averaging into investments 
such as TIPS or commodities will help reduce the odds 
of buying into inflation fighters when their prices are 
lofty. 

There is no guarantee that diversification, asset alloca-
tion and dollar-cost averaging will protect against market 
risk. These investment strategies do not ensure a profit 
or protect against loss in a declining market. In addition, 
since investing by dollar-cost averaging involves continu-
ous investment in securities regardless of fluctuating pric-
es, investors should consider their financial ability to 
continue purchases through periods of both low and 
high price levels. 

Takeaways for Retirees from the Recent Market Drop 
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The battle between large-cap growth and value invest-
ing has been going on for years, with each style try-
ing to seize the spotlight. Although there is an annu-
al frontrunner, history shows that leadership shifts 
with market conditions. In the bull market of the 
late 90s, growth stocks offered superior returns. But, 
since that bubble burst in 2000, value went on quite 
an impressive run. Growth seems to have captured 
the spotlight more recently between 2007 and 2010; 
however, 2011 was a mixed bag. Many wonder if the 
tables have turned yet again. Determining your allo-
cation between growth and value can be difficult. 
Which style is more stable, or which will provide 
higher returns? Unfortunately, there is no definite 
answer. Focus on finding the option that offers the 
most upside for your situation: perhaps it’s growth, 
maybe value, or possibly a blend of both. 

Head to Head Competition: Large Growth versus Large Value 

The Importance of Rebalancing 

Over time, your asset-allocation policy can veer off 
track because of market ups and downs. This is illus-
trated quite clearly in the attached image; a strong 
stock performance can cause a simple 50/50 portfo-
lio mix to become unbalanced over time. After 30 
years, what was once a 50% allocation to stocks now 
sits at 66%—quite a jump. Moreover, not only does 
the portfolio’s allocation change, but the portfolio’s 
risk also changes, rising sharply from 9.1% to 11.4%. 
If your needs and/or risk tolerance have not 
changed, your allocation shouldn’t either. 
 
But why would anyone want to sell investments that 
have done great in order to purchase laggards? While 
rebalancing might seem odd at first, it is all about 
risk control. If more and more of your total portfolio 
winds up in one investment, you risk losing a lot 
should that investment stumble. 
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Retirement: The Next Generation 

If you had a dollar for every time you heard the phrase 
“Start investing early,” you could retire with a million. If 
you actually acted on that phrase, you are probably retir-
ing with more. Now is the time to encourage your chil-
dren and grandchildren to start saving as soon as they get 
their first job. Let’s assume that your teenage child or 
grandchild is employed for five years from age 16 to age 
21. During this time, he or she saves $276 per month 
($3,315 per year) and invests the money in a Roth IRA 
(paying taxes, of course, but at a low tax bracket). This 
may be a serious sacrifice for a teenager, so any contribu-
tion from you would be of great help. Assuming the mon-
ey returns the historical equivalent of a diversified 60% 
stock/40% bond portfolio, your child can retire at 65 
with $1 million tax-free, without having to invest another 
dollar after age 21. 

The Personal Saving Rate 
Saving is an important part of any sound financial plan. In or-
der to measure consumer spending and saving, the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis publishes personal income, expenditure and 
saving statistics, including the personal saving rate. This saving 
rate is calculated by taking disposable income (income after tax-
es), subtracting personal consumption expenditures, and divid-
ing the result by personal disposable income. The saving rate 
has been generally trending downward for the past few decades. 
Recently, the saving rate was 3.7% in February 2012, extremely 
low when compared with previous levels. As the image illus-
trates, it would seem that when the market is in trouble, con-
sumers get scared, spending less and saving more; the opposite 
happens when the market is doing well. However, even if the 
economy is now on the way to recovery, it’s probably not a good 
idea to stop saving. 


